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The IBM REXX/370 Compiler—Part Three
B y  D a v e  S a l t

THIS ARTICLE IS PART 3 OF A THREE PART SERIES

describing the IBM REXX/370 compiler
(hereafter called ‘the compiler’). Parts 1
and 2 appeared in the April and May 2006
editions of Technical Support magazine,
and discussed various aspects of the com-
piler, including:

▼ How to tell if the compiler is installed
on a system.

▼ Differences between the Library and
Alternate Library.

▼ How to call the compiler in foreground
or batch.

▼ The types of output (CEXEC and OBJ)
the compiler can create.

To review the previous articles, visit
www.naspa.com. This third and final article
concludes the compiler discussion by look-
ing at various compiler options and examin-
ing how they affect the behavior of
compiled executables.

SPECIFYING COMPILER OPTIONS

Options passed to the compiler affect the
format of the compile listing or behavior of
the generated executable. Each compiler
option is separated by one or more blank
spaces, as shown by the highlighted values in
the JCL sample in Figure 1.

The JCL in Figure 1 calls the REXXCL
procedure (supplied by IBM), which in turn
calls the REXXCOMP load module to com-
pile the input source (REXX.SYSIN). Based
on the compile options (in this example,
NOCEXEC and OBJECT), an object module
is created and written to a temporary data set.
REXXCL then calls a REXX procedure
(REXXL) to link the object module to the
CPPLEFPL stub. Finally, the resulting output
(LKED.SYSLMOD) is written to the speci-
fied member of a load library.

TYPES OF COMPILER OPTIONS

Compiler options fall into two broad cate-
gories; those that affect the format of the
compile listing and those that affect the
behavior of the compiled executable. As
space for this article is limited, the following
options (which fall into the first category)
will not be discussed further:

BASE
IEXEC
PRINT
XREF
COMPILE
LIBLEVEL
SAA
FLAG
LINECOUNT
SOURCE

FORMAT
MARGINS
TERMINAL

Of the remaining compiler options, the two
options listed directly below are generally
used only under the guidance of IBM in situ-
ations where a compiler defect is suspected.
As such, these options are rarely used and
will not be discussed further:

DUMP
NOOPTIMIZE

The following remaining options affect the
behavior and performance of compiled exe-
cutables. As such, these “behavioral” options
form the focus of this article:

ALTERNATE
OBJECT
CEXEC
SLINE
CONDENSE
TESTHALT
DLINK
TRACE

BEHAVIORAL COMPILE OPTIONS

The previously mentioned “behavioral”
options are repeated in Table 1. The first column
of the table lists the option name, with the default
value for the option shown in bold. In that same
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//jobcard
//S1 EXEC REXXCL,                     Compile/Link PROC supplied by IBM  
//        STUB=CPPLEFPL,              Stub to use during link                    
//        OPTIONS=’NOCEXEC OBJECT’,   Compile options to use       
//        COMPDSN=’FAN140.SFANLMD’,   Load lib containing REXXCOMP
//        LIBDSN=’FAN140.SEAGLMD’,    Load lib containing link stubs 
//        LIBXDSN=’FAN140.SEAGCMD’    REXX lib containing REXXL exec    
//REXX.SYSIN     DD DSN=YOUR.INPUT(REXXSRC),DISP=SHR     REXX source in 
//LKED.SYSLMOD   DD DSN=YOUR.OUTPUT(REXXLOAD),DISP=SHR   REXX load out   

Figure 1: JCL Sample
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column, characters appearing in uppercase repre-
sent an allowed abbreviation. For example, the
default for TestHalt is “NOTestHalt”, which can
optionally be abbreviated as “NOTH”.

Some options can impact or affect other
options; e.g. if one option is used then another
option must or must not be used. Color coding
has been used to help identify these relation-
ships. For example, the CONDENSE option is
highlighted in blue, which shows at a glance
that CONDENSE has a relationship with the
DLINK and SLINE options.

SUGGESTED COMPILER OPTIONS

When choosing which compiler options to
use, various objectives should be considered.
For example, four different objectives are listed
below together with options that should be con-
sidered for use to help achieve the objective.

1. Performance: i.e. the overall speed at
which programs operate. Options to
consider:OBJECT, DLINK.

2. Portability: i.e. the ability to execute
compiled programs on other platforms.
Options to consider:CEXEC or
OBJECT, ALTERNATE, SLINE.

3. Security: i.e. not allowing underlying
source code to be seen or modified.
Options to consider:CEXEC or
OBJECT, CONDENSE (if SLINE used).

4. Transparency: i.e. not having to change source statements, not
impacting the search order in which executables are found (etc). 
Options to consider:CEXEC, SLINE, TESTHALT, TRACE.

The performance of compiled REXX is generally far superior to that
of interpreted REXX, and the desire to improve performance even fur-
ther must often be weighed against other objectives. For example,
ALTERNATE, SLINE and CONDENSE should be used if portability
and security are desired objectives. However, as CONDENSE and
DLINK are mutually exclusive, this limits the ability to further
enhance performance. In such situations, decisions must be made
regarding which objectives are more important.

CONCLUSION

This concludes the 3 part series regarding the IBM REXX/370 com-
piler. For sites where the compiler isn’t currently licensed, hopefully
these articles have inspired an examination of the benefits of obtaining
a license. For sites where the compiler is already installed, these arti-
cles will hopefully have inspired greater use of the compiler and/or
shown different ways to invoke or use it. If so, happy compiling!  

NaSPA member Dave Salt is President of Soft-Center Solutions.
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Option Description Note

ALTernate

NOALTernate

ALTERNATE creates an executable that can run via the

Alternate Library on platforms where the Library is not

available (see article 1 for details re: the Library and

Alternate Library).

If ALTERNATE is used, SLINE must

also be used.

CExec

NOCExec

CEXEC creates a Compiled EXEC; i.e. an executable that

can optionally exist in the same library as the original

REXX source member.

Both CEXEC and OBJ can be cre-

ated at the same time; i.e. these

options are not mutually exclusive.

CONDense

NOCONDense

CONDENSE generates a smaller executable by condens-

ing the output. If the SLINE option is also used, CON-

DENSE hides the source lines so they cannot be seen in

the executable.

If CONDENSE is used, DLINK cannot

be used.

DLink

NODLink

DLINK allows external routines and functions to be stat-

ically linked into a generated load module; i.e. to reduce

searching and improve performance.

If DLINK is used, CONDENSE and

TRACE cannot be used. DLINK has

no effect on a CEXEC.

OBJect

NOOBJect

OBJECT generates output that must be linked with a

stub to create an executable load module.

See note for CEXEC.

SLine

NOSLine

SLINE includes the original source code in the compiled

executable. This is required if REXX source lines are to

be displayed (e.g. using the built-in SOURCELINE func-

tion), or if the executable might run on systems where

the Library is not available.

If SLINE is used, the source code

will be visible in the compiled exe-

cutable (i.e. whether it’s a CEXEC or

a load module), unless the CON-

DENSE option is also used.

TestHalt

NOTestHalt

TESTHALT inserts code to test for the halt condition; e.g.

the HI (Halt Interpretation) command. Code to test for

halt is inserted throughout a program; e.g. at each label,

each DO loop, each host command (etc).

Continually testing for the halt

condition can impact performance.

An alternative is to insert the

%TESTHALT compiler directive at

desired source locations.

TRace

NOTRace

TRACE allows compiled programs (CEXEC or OBJ) to be

traced using the TRACE instruction/function.

If TRACE is used, SLINE must also be

used.


